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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with deblurring of aerial imagery and develops a methodology for blind restoration of spatially
varying blur induced by camera motion caused by instabilities of the moving platform. This is a topic of significant
relevance with a potential impact on image analysis, characterization and exploitation. A sharp image is beneficial
not only from the perspective of visual appeal but also because it forms the basis for applications such as moving
object tracking, change detection, and robust feature extraction. In the presence of general camera motion, the
apparent motion of scene points in the image will vary at different locations resulting in space-variant blurring.
However, due to the large distances involved in aerial imaging, we show that the blurred image of the ground
plane can be expressed as a weighted average of geometrically warped instances of the original focused but
unknown image. The weight corresponding to each warp denotes the fraction of the total exposure duration the
camera spent in that pose. Given a single motion blurred aerial observation, we propose a scheme to estimate
the original focused image affected by arbitrarily-shaped blur kernels. The latent image and its associated warps
are estimated by optimizing suitably derived cost functions with judiciously chosen priors within an alternating
minimization framework. Several results are given on the challenging VIRAT aerial dataset for validation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Blur in images resulting from motion of the camera during exposure time is an issue in many areas of optical
imaging such as remote sensing, aerial reconnaissance and digital photography. For instance, the images captured
by cameras attached to airplanes or helicopters are blurred due to both the forward motion of the aircraft,
and vibrations. Manufacturers of aerial imaging systems employ compensation mechanisms such as gyroscope
gimbals to mitigate the effect of vibrations. Although this reduces the blur due to jitter to some extent, there is
no straightforward way to do the same for the forward movement. Moreover, these hardware solutions come at
the expense of higher cost, weight and energy consumption. A system that can remove the blur by algorithmic
post-processing provides an elegant solution to this problem.
Traditionally, image restoration techniques have modeled blurring due to camera shake as a convolution with
a single blur kernel.1–5 However, it is a well-established fact that the convolution model that employs a uniform
blur kernel or point spread function (PSF) across the image is not sufficient to model the blurring phenomenon if
the motion is not composed merely of in-plane translations. In fact, camera tilts and rotations occur frequently6
and the blur induced by camera shake is typically non-uniform. This is especially true in the case of aerial
imagery where the blur incurred is not just due to the linear motion of the aircraft but also due to vibrations.
Approaches to handling non-uniform blur broadly fall into two categories. The first relies on local uniformity of
the blur. Based on the assumption that a continuously varying blur can be approximated by a spatially varying
combination of localized uniform blurs, Hirsch et al.7 propose a method to restore non-uniform motion blur by
using an efficient filter flow framework. Building on the idea of a motion density function, yet another scheme for
space-varying blur has been proposed by Gupta et al.8 The motion-blurred image is modeled by considering the
camera motion to be comprised only of in-plane translations and in-plane rotations. The second and more recent
non-uniform deblurring approach uses an elegant global model6, 9, 10 in which the blurred image is represented as
the weighted average of warped instances of the latent image, for a constant depth scene. The warped instances
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can be viewed as the intermediate images observed by the camera during the exposure time when the camera
suffers a shake. Tai et al.11 have proposed a non-blind deblurring scheme based on modifying the Richardson
Lucy deconvolution technique for space-variant blur. However, they assume that the blurring function is known
a priori and does not need to be estimated. Whyte et al.6, 12 propose a non-uniform image restoration technique
where the blurring function is represented on a 3D grid corresponding to the three directions of camera rotations.
As pointed out in 10, the main disadvantage of this global geometric model is heavy computational load due to
the dense sampling of poses in the high dimensional camera motion space. A common approach to tackle this
problem is to adopt a multi-scale approach that involves constructing an image pyramid and using coarse-grained
sampling. But this simplification inevitably introduces reconstruction errors.10 Hu and Yang10 present a fast
non-uniform deblurring technique by using locally estimated blur kernels to restrain the possible camera poses
to a low-dimensional subspace. But the kernels themselves need to be input by the user and the final deblurring
quality is dependent on the accuracy of the estimated PSFs. An unnatural L0 sparse representation for uniform
and non-uniform deblurring has also been proposed recently by Xu et al.13 In the hardware-assisted restoration
techniques, Joshi et al.14 attach sensors to the camera to determine the blurring function, while Tai et al.15
propose a deblurring scheme that uses coded exposure and some simple user interactions to determine the PSF.
In this work, we propose a fully blind single image non-uniform deblurring algorithm suited for aerial imagery
that does not require any additional hardware. We reduce computational overhead by approximating the camera
motion with a 3D pose space and optimizing only over a subspace of ‘active’ camera poses. This reduction
in dimensionality allows us to use dense sampling and our results compare favourably with state-of-the-art
deblurring algorithms. In contrast to 10, our alternating minimization algorithm, which uses a novel camera
pose initialization and pose perturbation step, works on the global geometric model and doesn’t require the
calculation of blur kernels at various image locations, thereby eliminating the need for user interaction.

2. THE MOTION BLUR MODEL
In this section, we review the non-uniform blur model for aerial images. Since the distances involved are quite
large, the ground scene can be modeled as being approximately planar. When the motion of the camera is
not restricted to in-plane translations, the paths traced by scene points in the image plane will vary across the
image resulting in space-variant blur. The convolution model with a single blur kernel does not hold in such a
scenario. However, the blurred image can be accurately modeled as the weighted average of warped instances of
the latent image using the projective model in,6, 8, 10, 16 when the scene is planar. In the discrete domain, this
can be represented as
X
b (i, j) =
ω (k) l (Hk (i, j))
(1)
k∈T

where l(i, j) denotes the latent image of the scene, b(i, j) is the blurred observation, and Hk (i, j) denotes the image
coordinates when a homography Hk is applied to the point (i, j). The parameter ω, also called the transformation
spread function (TSF)16 in the literature, depicts the camera motion, and ω(k) denotes the fraction of the total
exposure
P duration for which the camera stayed in the position that caused the transformation Hk . Akin to a
PSF, k∈T ω (k) = 1. The TSF ω is defined on the discrete transformation space T which is the set of sampled
camera poses. The transformation space is discretized in such a manner that the difference in the displacements
of a point light source due to two different transformations from the discrete set T is at least one pixel. Note
that although the apparent motion of scene points in the image will vary at different locations when the camera
motion is unrestricted, the blurring operation can still be described by a single TSF using equation (1). For
example, if the camera undergoes only in-plane rotations, the TSF will have non-zero weights only for the
rotational transformations. Observe that if the camera motion is confined to 2D translations, the PSF and TSF
will be equivalent.
If l, b represent the latent image and the blurred image, respectively, lexicographically ordered as vectors,
then, in matrix-vector notation, equation (1) can be expressed as
b = Aω

(2)

where A is the matrix whose columns contain projectively transformed copies of l, and ω denotes the vector of
weights ω(k). Note that ω is a sparse vector since the blur is typically due to incidental camera shake and only
a small fraction of the poses in T will have non-zero weights in ω. Alternately, b can also be represented as
!
X
b=
ω(k)Hk l = Bl
(3)
k∈T

P
where Hk is the matrix that warps the latent image l according to the homography Hk , while B = k∈T ω(k)Hk
is the matrix that performs the non-uniform blurring operation. Note that B is a sparse square matrix that
can be efficiently stored in memory and each row of B corresponds to the blur kernel at that particular pixel
location.
The homography Hk in equation (1) in terms of the camera parameters is given by


1
Hk = Kv Rk + Tk [0 0 1] Kv−1
d0

(4)

where Tk =[TXk TYk TZk ]T is the translation vector, and d0 is the scene depth which is an unknown constant.
The rotation matrix Rk is parameterized6 in terms of θX , θY and θZ , which are the angles of rotation about the
three axes. The camera intrinsic matrix Kv is assumed to be of the form Kv = diag(v, v, 1), where v is the focal
length. Six degrees of freedom arise from Tk and Rk (three each). However, it has been shown in 6 that the 6D
camera pose space can be approximated by 3D rotations without considering translations when the focal length
is large. An alternate approach8, 10 is to model out-of-plane rotations by in-plane-translations under the same
assumption of a sufficiently long focal length. This is the approach that we also take in this paper to reduce the
dimensionality of the problem i.e., the set of transformations T becomes a 3D space defined by the axes tX , tY
and θZ corresponding to in-plane translations along the X and Y axes, and in-plane-rotations about the Z axis,
respectively. The homography given in the equation (4) then simplifies to


cos θZk − sin θZk tXk
cos θZk
t Yk 
Hk =  sin θZk
(5)
0
0
1
where the translation parameters are given by tXk =

vTXk
d0

and tYk =

vTYk
d0

.

3. SINGLE IMAGE DEBLURRING
In order to recover the latent image l, our alternating minimization (AM) algorithm proceeds by updating the
estimate of the TSF at one step, and the latent image at the next. We minimize the following energy function
over the variables l and ω,
X
E(l, ω) = ||(
ω(k)Hk )l − b||22 + αΦ1 (l) + βΦ2 (ω).
(6)
k∈T

The energy function consists of three terms. The first measures the fidelity to the data and emanates from our
acquisition model (3). The remaining two are regularization terms on the latent image l and the weights ω,
respectively, with positive weighting constants α and β that attract the minimum of E to an admissible set of
solutions. The regularization terms will be explained in the following sub-sections. An overview of the proposed
algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.

3.1 Initial TSF
Our algorithm requires the user to specify a rough guess of the extent of the blur (translation in pixels along
X, Y axes and rotation in degrees about Z axis) to build the initial TSF. The 3D camera pose space, whose
limits are specified by the user, is uniformly sampled to select the initial set of camera poses. We denote this
sampled pose space by S where S ⊂ T. In our experiments, the initial TSF contained 200 poses which is still
much smaller than the 1500-2000 poses that the whole space T would contain even for small to moderate blurs.

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed deblurring algorithm.

Note that our algorithm requires no other user input. In contrast, Hu and Yang,10 whose work comes closest
to ours, requires the user to input the blur kernels at various locations in the image and we observed that the final
deblurring quality depends greatly on the number, location and correctness of these blur kernels. Furthermore,
since we model our blur using in-plane rotations and translations, we do not need to know the focal length of
the camera as in the case of 6 whose camera pose space is composed of 3D rotations.

3.2 TSF Estimation
In the TSF estimation step, we compute ω given the current estimate of the latent image l based on equation
(6).
3.2.1 Image Prediction
Similar to 4, we perform an image prediction step at each iteration before TSF estimation to obtain more
accurate results and to facilitate faster convergence. The prediction step consists of bilateral filtering, shock
filtering and gradient magnitude thresholding. Details of the implementation can be found in 4. The predicted
image, denoted by bl, is sharper than the current estimate of the latent image l and has fewer artifacts.
3.2.2 TSF estimation on a subspace of T
In the first iteration, we optimize over the initial TSF (obtained in 3.1) by minimizing the following energy
function
E(ω) = ||Aω − b||22 + βΦ2 (ω)

(7)

P
where A = k∈S Hkbl and Φ2 (ω) = ||ω||1 . Similar to 4, we work on gradients instead of image intensities in our
implementation of equation (7) since image derivatives have been shown to be effective in reducing ringing effects.2
This optimization problem can be solved using the nnLeastR function of the Lasso algorithm17 which considers
the additional l1 − norm constraint and imposes non-negativity on the TSF weights. Only the ‘dominant’ poses
in the initial TSF S are selected as a result of the sparsity constraint imposed by the l1−norm and the remaining
poses which are outliers are removed. We now rebuild the set S for the second iteration so that its cardinality
is the same as the initial TSF. The new poses are picked around the selected dominant poses by sampling using
a Gaussian distribution. This pose perturbation step is based on the notion that the camera trajectory forms a
connected 1D path in the camera motion space and, therefore, the poses close to the dominant ones are most
likely to be inliers. In the next iteration, equation (7) is minimized over this new ‘active’ set of poses. The
variance of the Gaussian distribution is gradually reduced with iterations as the estimated TSF converges to
the true TSF. Experiments on synthetic and real data show that our pose perturbation step lends robustness
to the algorithm and it does not get stuck in local minima. Note that the number of columns in A equals the
cardinality of the set S which is much less than the total number of poses in T. This allows us to compute the
matrix A at the highest image resolution without running into memory issues. We used a β value of 0.1 for our
experiments.

3.3 Latent image estimation
In this step, the latent image l is estimated by fixing the TSF weights ω. The blurring matrix is constructed
using
only the poses in the active set since the the weights of the poses of the inactive set are zero, i.e. B =
P
k∈S ω(k)Hk and the energy function to be minimized takes the form
E(l) = ||Bl − b||22 + αΦ1 (l)
We use the regularization term Φ1 (l) = || 5 l||22 in

4

(8)

and a conjugate gradient method to solve this problem.

4. EXPERIMENTS
This section consists of two parts. We first evaluate the performance of our algorithm on synthetic data and
also compare our results with various state-of-the-art single image deblurring techniques. Following this, we
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method on real images using the challenging VIRAT18 aerial
dataset.
We begin with a synthetic example. A latent image of size 720 × 600 pixels is shown in Fig. 2(a). In order
to demonstrate our algorithm’s ability to handle 6D motion using just a 3D TSF, we choose the following 6D
TSF space- in-plane translations in pixels: [−8 : 1 : 8], in-plane rotations: [−1.5◦ : 0.5◦ : 1.5◦ ], out-of-plane
◦
◦
◦
: 13 : 43 ]. To simulate
translations: [0.95 : 0.05 : 1.05] on the image plane, and out-of-plane rotations: [ −4
3
the motion of the camera, we manually generate 6D camera motion with a connected path in the motion space
and initialize the weights. The pose weights in the TSF are defined in such a way that it depicts the path
traversed by a camera with non-uniform velocity. The camera motion thus synthesized is applied (using the
TSF model) on Fig. 2(a) to produce the blurred image in Fig. 2(b). The results obtained using the deblurring
techniques in 13, 10 and 6 are shown in Figs. 2(c),(d) and (e), respectively. To obtain the result in Fig. 2(f), the
following 3D search intervals were input to our algorithm: in-plane translations in pixels: [−12 : 1 : 12], in-plane
rotations: [−2.5◦ : 0.25◦ : 2.5◦ ]. Our algorithm usually converges within 5 to 8 iterations under the criteria
that the recovered image does not change above a threshold between two successive iterations. Note that our
result is sharp, free from artifacts and compares closely to the original while the comparison methods have some
residual blur. Quantitative comparisons are also provided in Table 1. It can be seen that the proposed method
has higher PSNR and SSIM values as compared to the state-of-the-art. Our algorithm and Hu and Yang10 take
approximately 25 minutes on a 3.4 GHz processor running Matlab. The code of Whyte et al.6 takes much longer
in comparison. Although the Matlab implementation of Xu et al.13 (approximately 15 minutes) runs faster, the
output is not satisfactory.

PSNR (in dB)
SSIM19

Xu et al.13
20.47
0.550

Hu and Yang10
19.50
0.470

Whyte et al.6
21.68
0.597

Proposed method
25.25
0.725

Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods for the synthetic example in Fig. 2.

Next, we test our method on the publicly available VIRAT aerial dataset. Since the database contains videos,
we manually extracted some frames to run our algorithm. The frames, shown in the first column of Fig. 3, are
at the resolution of the original video i.e., 720 × 480 pixels. The results obtained using the proposed technique
(shown in the second column) clearly demonstrate our algorithm’s ability to produce excellent deblurring results
even on real data.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper described a methodology for blind restoration of aerial images degraded by blur due to camera
motion. Due to the large distances involved, we showed that the space-variant blurred image of the ground
plane can be expressed as a weighted average of geometrically warped instances of the original image. Given a
single observation, the latent image and its associated warps were estimated within an alternating minimization
framework. The estimated camera motion itself can be potentially exploited as a valuable cue for stabilization.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2. A synthetic example. Rows 1 and 2: (a) Latent image, (b) synthetically blurred image, (c), (d), (e) deblurred
outputs obtained using the state-of-the-art deconvolution methods in 13, 10, 6, respectively, (f) deblurred output obtained
using the proposed method. Rows 3,4 and 5: Three zoomed-in patches from the images (a) to (f) demonstrating our
algorithm’s ability to produce artifact-free deblurred outputs.

Several results were given on synthetic data as well as the challenging VIRAT aerial database for purpose of
validation.
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